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Teachers’ knowledge is dynamic; it is constantly shaped by new informatonn collaboraton with colleaguesn engage-

ment with teaching tools and textbooksn teaching practce in the classroomn and so on. This paper investgates how

knowledge dynamics can be describedn building on work conducted in the Innovatve Teaching for Efectve Learning

(ITEL) project of the OECD. A review of literature is conducted along three analytcal foci in order to explore pro-

cesses underlying the dynamics of knowledge functonsn structures and the emergence of knowledge. The frst part of

the paper looked at the individual and social perspectves and used data from the ITEL pilot study to illustrate some

of the mechanisms. This second part investgates the socio-material perspectve andn integrates the three analytcal

angles into a complexity view of knowledge dynamics and innovaton. The integrated view helps highlightng the dif-

ferent ways in which innovaton in educaton is linked to the dynamics of professional knowledge.

Kulcsszavakt Teacher kno/ledge, kno/ledge dynamics, professional learning, innovaton

Introduction
Teachers’ kno/ledge is dynamic; it transforms through educaton and professional development, as teachers

learn ne/ theories, evidence or teaching methods, and it is also shaped through experience and constructed

in professional practce. This paper set out to revie/ the mechanisms underlying the complex dynamics of

teachers’ kno/ledge, building on recent /ork of the Centre for Educatonal Research and Innovaton (CERI) of

the OECD carried out in the frame/ork of the Innovatve Teaching for Efectve Learning (ITEL) project (Guer-

riero, 2017; Révai & Guerriero, 2017; Sonmark et al., 2017; see details in Part I. of this paper (Révai, 2017). 

The frame/ork proposed for the analysis (see Table 1) distnguishes three focit the individual, social and so-

cio-material  perspectves based on recent revie/s of conceptualising professional kno/ledge and learning

(Mulcahy, 2012). To study kno/ledge dynamics, the frst part of this paper addressed t/o main questonst

What are the dynamics of kno/ledge functonss, and What are the dynamics of kno/ledge structuress. These

/ere explored from t/o analytcal perspectvest focusing on individual teachers and on teachers as embedded

in their social environment. 

The individual perspectve of kno/ledge functons is concerned /ith the interplay of kno/ledge produc-

ton and use, and the processes of mediaton. In this sense, teachers’ engagement /ith and in research on

teaching and learning has been of increasing concern in both policy and academic communites in many coun -

tries. In terms of kno/ledge structure this perspectve looks at ho/ teacher educaton and teaching experi -

ence infuence teachers’ kno/ledge, for example, ho/ these facilitate dynamics bet/een theoretcal-scientfc

kno/ledge on the one hand and kno/ledge of applying theories in teaching practce and adaptng them to

classroom contexts on the other. The OECD’s ITEL project started to contribute to this evidence base /ith in -

ternatonal data. This perspectve of kno/ledge dynamics can give insight into ho/ innovaton emerges and is
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com 
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diffused as ne/ kno/ledge is integrated into practce, or as it is produced through observing and analysing

practce.

The social perspectve of kno/ledge functons looks at the processes of kno/ledge sharing and brokerage

in professional communites and net/orks, as /ell as the constructon of collectve kno/ledge. In terms of dy-

namics of structures it captures the interplay bet/een tacit and explicit kno/ledge, in partcular ho/ kno/l-

edge is managed in organisatons and in /ider communites. Innovaton, in this vie/, can be considered as ne/

kno/ledge and practces constructed in and/or spread across social groups, and as ne/ forms of kno/ledge

management. The revie/ conducted in the frst part of the paper illustrated the rich evidence base that the in-

dividual and social perspectves have yielded in the area of educaton. Ho/ever, certain aspects of the com-

plex dynamics of teachers’ kno/ledge have received less atenton. 

This second part of the paper aims to explore the third analytcal angle of the frame/ork, the socio-mate -

rial approach that has been developed more recently. This vie/ emphasises the embeddedness of individuals

not only in social groups, but more broadly, in the material /orld. While teachers’ interacton /ith other actors

greatly infuence their kno/ledge, they also engage /ith material enttes (e.g. documents, objects, technol-

ogy), /hich equally contributes to the dynamics of their kno/ledge. This second part addresses the queston

“Ho/ does kno/ledge emergences” through a socio-material lense. 

While ackno/ledging that the frame/ork proposed here may be partal and simplistc, and the various foci

may contain overlaps, /e intend to demonstrate its potental to highlight different angles of a complex phe -

nomenon. The diversity of perspectves it represents are brought together and integrated in a complexity vie/

of teachers’ kno/ledge dynamics in the second half of this paper. Such an integrated approach proves useful

for refectng on the connecton of innovaton and kno/ledge dynamics under a broad systemic vie/.
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Focus of Analysis
Dynamics of Functonst
What happens to 
kno/ledges

Dynamics of Structuret
What is the interplay of 
different types of 
kno/ledges

Kno/ledge Dynamics 
and Innovatont
Ho/ does kno/ledge 
dynamics relate to 
innovatons

Individual
Focus on individual 
actors (teachers)

Dynamics of kno/ledge 
producton, use, mediaton
Examplet research-practce 
link through engagement of 
practtoners in and /ith 
research 

Dynamics of kno/ledge 
structure through 
teacher educaton and 
teaching experience
Examplet interplay bet/een 
procedural and declaratve 
kno/ledge

Innovaton as the 
interplay bet/een 
kno/ledge producton 
and uset applying ne/ 
kno/ledge in practce, 
producing kno/ledge 
based on practce

Social
Focus on social 
groups, communites, 
organisatons, 
net/orks of actors

Dynamics as kno/ledge 
constructon, fo/ and 
brokerage
Examplet communites of 
practce, social net/orks

Dynamics of kno/ledge 
structuret interplay 
bet/een explicit and 
tacit kno/ledge
Examplet organisatonal 
kno/ledge management

Innovaton as ne/ 
kno/ledge and practces
constructed in and/or 
spread across social 
groups; innovaton in 
kno/ledge management

How does knowledge emerge?

Socio-material
Focus on systems of 
human actors and 
material elements

Kno/ledge creaton, assemblages of kno/ledge 
practces
Examplet inquiry-based kno/ledge creaton involving 
interactons /ith actors and material enttes (objects, tools 
etc.)

Innovaton as emerging 
kno/ledge practces

Complexity

Individual human actors, social groups and the elements of the material /orld as
a system
Kno/ledge dynamics as the complex interactons of these elements at multple 
levels. Innovaton, kno/ledge and learning as emergent phenomena.

Table 1. Framework for knowledge dynamics and how it relates to innovation
Note: Topics coloured in grey in this table were addressed in the frst part of the paper (see also Révai, 2017, p. 10.)

A socio-material perspective 
Investgatons need to take account of the complexity of professionals’ kno/ledge dynamics – namely the in -

teracton of multple actors and elements at multple levels. Going beyond the social perspectve, recent so

called “socio-material” approaches highlight the material dimension of human actvity to reveal the role of ob-

jects, tools, technologies, texts, as /ell as bodies and actons in professional learning, practce and kno/ledge

(Fen/ick, Ed/ards & Sa/chuck, 2012). In this sense, teachers’ kno/ledge is strongly infuenced not only by

their interactons /ith other teachers, but also by the /ay they engage /ith teaching materials, objects in the

classroom and staff room, technology, and so on. The main characteristcs of socio-material approaches in -

cludet

• taking a systemic approach of a set of interconnected human and non-human elements and examining

the /hole system;

• tracing interactons among human and non-human elements of the system and, through this, tracing

the emergence of paterns; 
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• rather than focussing on atributes of the human being (e.g. consciousness or intenton), understand-

ing kno/ledge and learning as embedded in material acton and interacton, and tracing ho/ “kno/l-

edge, kno/ers and kno/n” emerge /ith and in actvity (Fen/ick, Nerland, & Jensen, 2012).

Unlike the individual approach, in /hich learning is seen as acquisiton of kno/ledge, and the social ap-

proach, /herein learning is based on partcipaton, in the socio-material perspectve learning is not simply a

movement from incompetence to competence (Engeström, 2001; Engeström & Sannino, 2010). Engeström,

studying primarily professionals’ /ork-based learning, proposed the metaphor of expansive learning, to clarify

that learners ofen learn something that is not yet there (Engeström, 2001; Engeström & Sannino, 2010).

Kno/ledge creaton in this perspectve gains even more importance than in the social approach, as developing

“shared objects of actvity” collectvely becomes the primary focus of exploring professional learning (Paavola,

Hakkarainen, & Lipponen, 2004). In this sense, kno/ledge and learning are not vie/ed as discrete categories,

rather they emerge from the relatonships formed amongst the elements of the social and material environ-

ment (Mulcahy, 2012).

Dynamics of assemblages of knowledge practices
Kno/ledge dynamics is a central phenomenon in the socio-material perspectve; ho/ever, it cannot be dis-

cretely described as dynamics of kno/ledge functons or kno/ledge structures. This is because kno/ledge

and learning are explored as assemblages emerging from a constantly changing confguraton or net/ork of

socio-material elements. Consequently, it /ould be difcult to determine fxed functons or structures. Assem-

blages can be described as self-organising net/orks of actors and materialites (“socio-spatal territories”), in

/hich “heterogeneous kno/ledge practces are enacted” (Blok, 2011, p. 64). For example, as teachers engage

in collectve inquiry of a certain practce, their learning /ill be infuenced by the environment in /hich they

/ork. The “assemblage of kno/ledge and learning” /ill be determined by the tes formed amongst them, their

actvites, but also by the objects and arrangements in the staff room (/hether there is a /hiteboard, comput-

ers and a projector, ho/ the desks are arranged, and so on) and ho/ teachers “interact” /ith them. It /ill also

depend on /hether and ho/ teachers “connect /ith” resources such as teaching and learning toolkits, books,

videos, etc. Similarly, the /ay a teacher’s kno/ledge is then enacted in the classroom is infuenced by the con-

fguratons of the classroomt the tes and relatonships /ith the students, the material environment of the

classroom and the /ay the students and the teacher connect /ith them. Such processes are also denoted by

emergence, indeterminacy, collectve and discursive relatonships (Mulcahy, 2012).

The theory of expansive learning is an example of the socio-material approach originatng in cultural histor-

ical actvity theory (Engeström, 2001; Fen/ick, Richard, & Ed/ars, 2010). The unit of analysis, the learner, is

the community, and learning is a process that transforms and creates ne/ culture. This process is charac-

terised by horizontal movement and hybridisaton, and it leads to the creaton of theoretcal kno/ledge and

concepts (Engeström & Sannino, 2010). Engeström describes the cycle of expansive learning in seven actonst

1. Questoningt questoning or critcising current practce

2. Analysing the situatont fnding historical and empirical causes and explanatons 

3. Modellingt constructng a model of the ne/ idea 

4. Examining the modelt experimentng /ith the model 

5. Implementng the modelt applying in practce, enriching extending it

6. Refectng on and evaluatng the process
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7. Consolidatng the outcomes into a ne/ stable form of practce (Engeström & Sannino, 2010).

Expansive learning has proved to be a helpful concept to study organisatonal change, for example /hen

focusing on change in teachers’ kno/ledge and practces (Sorensen, 2014), or /hen studying ho/ develop-

mental interventons affect teachers’ practce (Engeström, Rantavuori & Kerosuo, 2013). As the emphasis of

learning is on expanding kno/ledge, innovaton is an inherent feature of this model. Innovatveness in learning

and kno/ledge creaton in these models require the interacton amongst agents,  their actvites,  and also

among different forms of kno/ledge (Paavola, Hakkarainen & Lipponen, 2004), i.e. kno/ledge dynamics and

innovaton are strongly linked phenomena. Engeström’s theory has also strongly infuenced the theoretcal

model of the Innova project (Fazekas, Halász & Horváth, 2017).

Kno/ledge creaton models also emphasise that teachers, for their daily professional practce, need kno/l-

edge that is generated through their engagement in systematc inquiry about practce and the kno/ledge and

theory produced by others  (Mulcahy,  2012).  We illustrate  the  dynamics  of such  “kno/ledge-of-practce”

(Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 2009, p.2) through the /ork of a teaching community in Wales (see Box 1.). The pro-

fessional learning programme put in place in this school federaton involves a systematc questoning of prac-

tce, use of available theories and kno/ledge, the co-constructon of ne/ kno/ledge and practce through ex-

perimentaton and negotaton, as /ell as the constant monitoring and evaluaton of ne/ ‘kno/ledge prac-

tces’. The programme basically includes all actons described in the expansive learning model. Kno/ledge is in

a constant dynamic as it emerges and is being shaped through the social interactons of teachers and leaders,

but also their engagement /ith resources. The material environment plays an important role in these dynam-

icst objects (one /ay mirror, video cameras) and technology partcipate in the process of kno/ledge creaton

as teachers consciously introduce and use them. Teachers’ kno/ledge also transforms through their engage-

ment /ith a range of resources such as teaching toolkits, textbooks, objects and visuals used in the classroom

and so on. This example demonstrates ho/ tracing the dynamics through /hich people, material enttes and

the linkages bet/een them are assembled, and ho/ these assemblages transform and can contribute to un-

derstanding change (Fen/ick, Nerland, & Jensen, 2012).

Box 1. Professional learning in the Fern Federation, Wales

Te Fern federation consists of two small primary schools in a deprived area of Wales. Te schools were federated by the
regional council as a school improvement strategy as both schools showed unsatisfactory results. Te appointed executive
headteacher having undertaken an evaluation of teaching in both schools, launched a comprehensive strategic develop-
ment plan with a strong focus on professional learning aiming at improving teachers’ competencies in both general and
subject pedagogy.

Structures set up as part of the development plan include:
• shared leadership with a large share of the teaching staf assuming some kind of leadership role (e.g. leader of data: 

tracking and monitoring individual student data, following up with teachers, leader of literacy improvement) 
• “teaching and learning workshops” every two weeks focusing on a chosen area of practice to improve
• co-coaching sessions (leaders of teaching and learning coach teachers to provide pedagogical support)
• mentoring (for teachers failing to make progress mentor sessions are in place to ensure practice progress)
Te executive  headteacher  designed the  professional  learning  programme with a  focus  on  systematic  inquiry in  a

strongly research-based way. Teachers work on areas of pedagogy that they identify as worth improving (for example,
questioning, assessment for learning, children’s engagement, collective learning). Tey search literature and share theoret -
ical fndings in the workshops, then collectively plan how to apply relevant theories in practice. Having experimented with
new or modifed practices in their classrooms, teachers then refect on the process through joint coaching sessions. In par-
allel, the staf is engaged in action research on pedagogical developments that underpin their own development needs.
Dedicated time is ensured for teachers to conduct (individual or collaborative) research projects, and refect on their im-
pact on their own learning.
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Te strategic development plan also included investing in some resources and seting up a system of video-based refec -
tion tool. Resources include:

• a classroom with a one way mirror that allows observers to watch the class without disturbing or infuencing chil
dren’s behaviour (see Figure 1)

• video cameras
• a video library system with individual accounts for each teacher where they can upload their recordings, add refec

tion notes to them and share them with other users.

Figure 1. Classroom in Craig Yr Hesg Primary School with one way mirror

Te videos are used systematically as part of the professional learning programme. All teachers are required to record
their lesson at least once every term and share it with the senior leadership team for the purposes of monitoring and eval -
uating progress. In reality, however, most teachers use the tool on a regular basis for self-improvement both individually
and in teams, focusing on specifc areas of development. For example, recording can be narrowed down to particular time
periods of the lesson to focus on improving teachers’ questioning. Several cameras can be used to record specifc students
or student groups, the teacher or the whole class to enable observing and analysing parallel events, or the individual
learning of a student in difculty and so on. Te use of the video tool is also aligned to the thematic professional learning
programme, for example, when the staf works on assessment for learning, teachers analyse recordings from this perspec -
tive.

Teachers’ learning process and products (e.g. research outcomes and fndings related to a theme, videos and collective re -
fections) are systematically stored and are accessible any time. 

Partnerships and networks
Te Fern Federation is part of the Welsh pioneer school network charged with developing the new curriculum based on

the principles of the Donaldson report (REF). It is also engaged in a wider local development and established a network of
leaders of teaching and learning to undertake inquiry-based pedagogical development across a number of schools. Te
network was initially led by the Federation and progressively enabled other school leaders to lead development in their
own schools. In parallel, a group of twenty schools are involved in action research with the purpose of jointly developing
pedagogy relating to the Successful Futures document. Te aim would be that information can be moved between schools
ensuring consistency between groups of schools.

Partnerships have also been established across school levels. Currently the Federation is working with the local high
school on a joint project focusing on the development of collaborative learning in grades 7 and 8. It is also a partnership
school of the Cardif Metropolitan University and in this function is charged with ensuring teaching practicum for newly
qualifed teachers.

Source: Box developed based on interviews conducted 13-16 March 2017 in the framework of the Welsh review of the
OECD’s Initial Teacher Preparation project, www.oecd.org/edu/school/talis-initial-teacher-preparation-study.htm.

The three perspectves presented above – individual, social  and socio-material – are strongly intercon-

nected and a number of studies take several of these foci at the same tme. Dynamics of explicit and tacit
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kno/ledge in organisatonal literature,  for example,  can be linked to the conceptualisaton of professional

learning as an expansive cycle. Studying practce-based innovaton, Ellström (2010) proposes that the dynam-

ics bet/een the explicit and implicit dimensions of /ork can in fact be driving forces for “developmental learn-

ing” and innovaton. Accounts of communites of practces have also moved beyond the social, to/ards the so-

cio-material. For example, Davenport and Hall (2002) emphasise the mediatng role of not necessarily tangible

objects, such as multple forms of media, in the interactons from /hich kno/ledge emerges. The authors also

note that professional communites are not restricted to physically /ell-defned spaces, but may be dispersed.

These conditons mater for the role and dynamics of tacit and explicit kno/ledget /hile tacit kno/ledge

might be more manifest in physically close communites,  explicit kno/ledge and thus codifcaton may be

more important in distant ones.

The different perspectves should be vie/ed as complementary angles of analysis, rather than mutually ex-

clusive theories or a linear evoluton of concepts. The integrated use of these approaches is partcularly useful

for studying innovaton and kno/ledge dynamics. In the follo/ing, /e propose an integrated vie/.

Knowledge dynamics – a complex system
Individual teachers, social groups such as professional communites or net/orks and the /hole socio-material

/orld are multple levels of a system embedded in one another (Figure 2). Kno/ledge dynamics can then be

vie/ed as the constant emergence, transformaton and movement of kno/ledge as a result of the complex in-

teractons and linkages of the elements of the system /ithin and across these levels. Some scholars classify

complexity theory as a socio-material approach (Fen/ick, Ed/ards, & Sa/chuck, 2012), but in this paper, it is

used as an integrated frame/ork for the individual, social and socio-material perspectves.

Figure 2. Embedded foci of analysis

A gro/ing number of studies investgate innovaton, kno/ledge and learning in educaton using complexity

theory. One of the main assumptons of this transdisciplinary feld is that in certain systems changes do not
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occur in a linear fashion. Complex systems (or complex adaptve systems) are described as a self-similar en-

semble of multple agents (such as actors or organisatons) interactng at multple levels (Duit & Galaz, 2008).

The follo/ing key characteristcs of such systems illustrate ho/ a complexity vie/ refects teachers’ kno/l -

edge dynamics as described in this paper.

Box 2. Vignete: Knowledge dynamics as a complex system in an imaginary professional learning situation

A mathematics teacher reads about a method of teaching fractions using lego blocks in a toolkit on the internet. She
shares this with her colleagues during a meeting of the maths department. Some of them fnd it is worth trying, others are
not convinced how it is more efective than the methods they already use, and some even argue that playing in the class -
room with lego would deviate students’ atention from studying, or would undermine their authority. Collective refection
and negotiation follows, some teachers decide to experiment with the method through short activities. Tese teachers then
share their experience, explaining the difculties and benefts that occurred in the classroom. Tey collect data on stu -
dents’ progress in diferent classes (“intervention” and “control” classes). Afer experimentation, analysis of data, evalua-
tion and refnement of the method, a number of teachers use the method in their own way, while some don’t. A group of
teachers later propose workshops on “lego for fractions” to colleagues from neighbouring schools. 

As part of teacher collaboration, a chemistry teacher visits one of the mathematics classes in which the ‘lego for maths’
method is used, and thinks of how chemical reactions of atoms and molecules could also be modelled with lego blocks. He
fnds some teaching materials on the internet and starts experimenting with them. Te positive results of using lego in
teaching and learning in several subjects slowly induce refection on, and fnally implementation of, a more generally
play-based pedagogy across subjects in the school.

• Connectvityt the inter-connectedness and inter-relatonship bet/een multple agents of the system,

and bet/een these agents and their environment.  In the vignete (Box. 2). The mathematcs teacher

connects /ith an online resource, /ith colleagues, and teachers’ relatonships /ith students are con-

nected to their actons, etc. 

• Embeddednesst Complex systems are composed of embedded complex subsystems.  In the vignete

(Box. 2). Individual kno/ledge gro/th is embedded in the social constructon of kno/ledge /ithin the

group of maths teachers, /hich in turn is embedded in the socio-material assemblage of kno/ledge

practces.

• Co-evolutont Elements of the system change based on interactons bet/een them. The interactons

provide feedback on themselves, and on the relatonships and actons in a number of steps, and these

feedback loops are the drivers for the evoluton of the system. In the vignete (Box. 2). Interacton /ith

the toolkit produces individual kno/ledge gro/th. This affects collectve kno/ledge through transfer,

/hich is further constructed in the socio-material environment. Individual teachers’ kno/ledge is then

again transformed and expanded. Material elements of the system, such as the teaching method itself,

change.

• Emergent ordert The interactons of the agents result in some kind of global property or patern that

could not be predicted from any individual agent’s actons or interactons. Thus unpredictable behav-

iours and paterns arise. In the vignete (Box. 2). As teachers use the adapted method in different /ays,

heterogeneous kno/ledge practces emerge from the series of actons and interactons. The method

changes. Potentally local schools start connectng in ne/ /ays through cross-school /orkshops. 

• Cascading effectst The interactons are non-linear, and even small changes in inputs, interactons or

stmuli  can cause  very signifcant  changes  across  the system.  These moments of critcal  mass  or

thresholds that trigger large changes are called tpping points. In the vignete (Box. 2). If, for example, all
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colleagues had opposed to trying out the method, it might have discouraged the teacher from experi -

mentng, or the ne/ method /ould have remained an individual localised innovaton, and cross-inst-

tutonal effects /ould not have occurred. (e.g. Chan, 2001; Snyder, 2013; Glad/ell, 2000; Fen/ick,

Ed/ards & Sa/chuk, 2012)

The above descripton (Box 2.) illustrates ho/ a process of innovaton (described in the vignete) can be

vie/ed as a complex system. Indeed, numerous studies conceptualised innovaton as complex systems (e.g.

Frenken, 2006; Bonifat, 2010; Chae, 2012), and the link bet/een kno/ledge dynamics and innovaton is an

important characteristc in many of these. The emergence and diffusion of innovaton can be a result of the

complex interactons of systems of agents (Frenken, 2006), for example through ‘kno/ledge spillovers’. Kno/l-

edge spillovers occur as an impact of kno/ledge created and exchanged amongst individuals. The /ay the

‘lego for maths’ method spreads to ‘lego for chemistry’, and then leads to a ne/ pedagogical approach in the

imaginary situaton of the vignete, is an example for internal spillover. If this then spreads to other schools,

and potentally affects other sectors in the local environment (e.g. /orkshops organised in a library), /e speak

of external kno/ledge spillover. This case illustrates a cascading effect based on kno/ledge dynamics leading

to innovaton.

Studies of service innovaton are partcularly relevant for educatonal innovaton (Halász, 2018). A concep-

tual paper by Chae (2012) proposes an evolutonary vie/ of service innovaton, according to /hich ne/ ser-

vices emerge through the recombinaton and/or reconfguraton of different resources and contexts, and co-

evolve /ith existng tangible and intangible materials. The author argues that an innovaton is more likely to be

successful, the more collaboratve interactons there are /ithin the net/ork of actors, and the beter their

competences and environmental contexts are kno/n and are integrated. For example, parents’ competencies

are mapped and used in the teaching and learning process in the Dialogue between generatons programme in

the H2O school net/ork1 in Hungary. This innovaton builds on the kno/ledge and use of actors’ various

competences (in line /ith fndings from net/ork studies revie/ed earlier) and induces ne/ confguratons of

actors, i.e. parents become sources of learning /ithin the school context. It can be seen as a process of co-

evoluton,  in  /hich  the  kno/ledge  dynamics  are  a  deliberately  generated  interacton  bet/een  different

sources of kno/ledge. 

As /e have seen, innovaton and kno/ledge dynamics in a complexity perspectve are very much intercon-

nected. In fact, one of the reasons for the complexity of innovaton processes lies precisely in the complexity

of kno/ledge dynamics. This has been recognised in economic literature, in partcular related to territorial in-

novaton in industries (Co/an, Jonard, & Özman, 2004; Crevoisier & Jeannerat, 2009), and studies on educa-

tonal innovatons have also started exploring the connecton bet/een innovaton and kno/ledge dynamics.

The Innova project consttutes an important contributon to this, by adoptng a complexity perspectve and by

giving kno/ledge and professional learning partcular importance in studying innovaton (Fazekas, Halász, &

Horváth, 2017; Halász, 2017).

Conclusions
This paper set out to investgate ho/ the dynamics of teachers’ kno/ledge can be described and linked to in-

novaton in educaton, and proposed three perspectves as analytcal angles. The frst part of the paper, pub-

lished in November 2017 (Révai, 2017) revie/ed t/o of theset the individual and the social perspectves. A fo-

1. htpst/////.h2oktatas.hu/en/the-method/115-dialogue-bet/een-generatons
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cus on individual teachers allo/ed for studying the change and transformaton of kno/ledge as a result of

teacher educaton, as /ell as the dynamics of kno/ledge producton, use and mediaton in the teaching pro-

fession. The kno/ledge dimension of innovaton in this vie/ is interested in ho/ ne/ kno/ledge becomes in-

tegrated into practce, as /ell as ho/ it is produced based on practce. The social perspectve takes account of

the social constructon of kno/ledge, and the dynamics in terms of kno/ledge sharing and brokerage in pro-

fessional communites and net/orks. The interplay bet/een tacit and explicit kno/ledge is of partcular con-

cern for kno/ledge management in organisatons or /ider communites. Innovaton can here be considered as

ne/ kno/ledge and practces constructed in and/or spread across social groups, but also as ne/ /ays of man-

aging kno/ledge. This second part of the paper investgated the third, socio-material perspectve, that high-

lights the importance of the material /orld and explores the emergence of kno/ledge and learning from the

interacton of human actors (e.g. teachers) /ith each other, as /ell as /ith the tangible and intangible enttes

that surround them (e.g. desks, documents, tools, technology). Innovaton is linked to emerging kno/ledge

practces in the socio-material vie/.

While some studies present these perspectves as different metaphors for kno/ledge and learning, or as an

evoluton of these concepts (Paavola, Lipponen & Hakkarainen, 2004; Mulcahy, 2012), this paper has sho/n

that they all contribute to beter understanding teachers’ kno/ledge dynamics. Through the analytcal lens of

kno/ledge dynamics, these different angles are thus complementary rather than mutually exclusive. Complex-

ity theory /as proposed as a theoretcal frame/ork that can integrate the individual, social and socio-material

approaches. A complexity vie/ has been found useful for investgatng innovaton and kno/ledge dynamics,

as /ell as the /ays in /hich these t/o concepts are interlinked. 

This revie/ of research has sho/n that different approaches contribute to understanding ho/ teachers’

kno/ledge is created, ho/ it emerges from the interactons of agents in the social and material /orld. Evi-

dence that links the individual, social and socio-material perspectve and studies kno/ledge dynamics in its

complexity seems /eaker. Since the dynamics of teachers’ kno/ledge are closely linked to innovaton, being a

driver, a major component and a consequence of innovaton at the same tme, more research in this domain

/ould also contribute to facilitatng innovaton in educaton. Therefore, endeavours such as the OECD’s ITEL

project or the Innova research in Hungary are important pieces in educatonal research and have a great po -

tental to inform the design of educaton reforms and development interventons, or lead to the upscaling of

local innovatons. Ultmately, future research should also aim to measure the impact of kno/ledge dynamics

on student learning.
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Révai, Nóra:::: Tanári tudásdinamika és oktatási innováció – 2. rész
A tanári tudás dinamikust folyamatosan alakul az új információk, a kollégákkal való együtműködés, az osztály -

termi gyakorlat fényében, a tanítási eszközök, tankönyvek használata révén, stb. Jelen tanulmány az OECD In-

novatv Tanítás a Hatékony Tanulásért (ITEL) projektjének keretén belül végzet kutatáson alapul, és azt vizs -

gálja, hogy hogyan írható le ez a tudásdinamika. A szakirodalmi átekintés célja, hogy feltárja a tudás funkciói-

nak és struktúrájának,  valamint keletkezésének dinamikáját  leíró folyamatokat.  Mindezt,  három különböző

szemszögből elemzi. A tanulmány első része (megjelentt Neveléstudomány 2017. 4. szám) az egyéni és a társas

aspektusokat vizsgálja, melyek illusztrálására az ITEL project kísérlet szakaszában gyűjtöt adatokat használ -

juk. A tanulmány jelen második része a társas-materiális perspektvát elemezi, valamint a három szempontot a

tudásdinamika és az innováció komplexitáselmélet megközelítésében integrálja. Az integrált szemlélet megvi-

lágítja az oktatási innováció és a szakmai tudás dinamikájának kapcsolatát. 

Kulcsszavakt tanári tudás, tudásdinamika, szakmai tanulás, innováció
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